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I. SUMMARY AND MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

During the past two years, the Comet Science Working Group (CSWG) has
developed a comprehensive program for the initial exploration of comets (Report
of the Comet Science Working Group, 1979, NASA TM 80543) which consists of two
major elements:

(1) A rendezvous with the nucleus of a short-period comet.

(2) A direct investigation of a bright active comet which displays the full
complement of cometary phenomena.

The CSWG has emphasized that Halley's return in 1986 will provide our only
opportunity to carry out the second of these two key elements until Halley's sub-
sequent return in 2061.

The CSWG once again calls attention? to the uniqueness of the Halley 1986_
opportunity, and concludes that of various realizable proposals to study Halley'
in 1986, only the Halley Intercept Mission detailed in this report will adequatel,
address those science objectives of the NASA comet program dealing with active
comets. Therefore the CSWG urges NASA to concentrate its efforts on implementing
the Halley Intercept Mission.

In view of the scientific benefits that will accrue from coordinating all
observations of Halley in 1986 — space probe, Earth-orbit, and telescope — the
CSWG strongly endorses the International Halley Watch Program.

With the implementation of the Halley Intercept Mission, one of the two
major elements of the NASA comet exploration program will have been addressed.
To address the ether key element — the rendezvous with the nucleus of a short-
period comet — will require the development of the Solar Electric Propulsion
System (SEPS). We urge NASA to expedite the development of this urgently needed
propulsion system and to continue supporting the development of essential instru-
ments for a rendezvous mission to a comet.

II. INTRODUCTION

Comets are not all alike; they represent a diverse population, ranging from
spectacular, pristine objects on their first passage through the inner solar sys-
tem to old, volatile-depleted remnants approaching the end of their active lives.
The comet exploration objectives developed by past advisory groups have mandated
that an effort be made to sample the diversity of the population of comets. At
the low activity end of the spectrum, there are a number of short-period comets
that are relatively accessible for either flyby or rendezvous missions'' among
the bright active comets only one — Comet Halley — provides a suitable mission
target in this century.

A
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In 1979, NASA's Comet Science Working Croup recommended that NASA's comet
exploration program should consist of two essential elements; (1) a rendezvous
with the nucleus of a short-period comet, and (2) a flyby of all active comet.
which displays the full range of cometary phenomena. The CSWG and other advisory
bodies (including the Space Science Board) strongly endorsed the Halley Flyby/
Tempel 2 Rendezvous Mission, a single mission which would have addressed both
essential elements of the comet exploration program. Tile implementation of this
mission required more resources for the development of the Solar Electric Propul-
sion System than are likely to be appropriated in FY 81, consequently, the two
elements of the comet exploration program will now have to be carried out in two
separate missions. As far as the rendezvous part of the program is concerned,
we have to await the development of SETS. Once that indispensable system is
available, we call effect a rendezvous with the nucleus of a short-period comet
within almost any chosen five-year interval. fortunately, there are several
possible targets and all the periods involved are short.

As far as the second key element of the comet exploration program is con-
cerned, the situation is very different. If we are to study the unique atmos-
pheric and tail phenomena of a bright active comet, we must go to Halley, and we
must go in 1985-1986.

III. Tiff; UNIQUENESS OF HALLEY

Halley is the only large, active comet whose orbit is predictable enough to
be investigated by spacecraft (Report of the Comet, Halley Science Working G roff
1977, NASA TM-78420). Its youth argues for a relatively pristine composition,
representative of the material from which the solar system formed. its level of
production of gas and dust is orders of magnitude greater than for the faint
short-period comets that offer alternative mission possibilities. As a result of
its high rate of outgassing, Halley displays the large coma and long, active tails
that are the characteristics of fresh comets. Among all of the comets with well-
determined orbits, only Halley looks and acts like the pristine long-period
comets that are, unfortunately, beyond the range of spacecraft investigation.
Therefore, the 1985-1986 apparition of Halley provides us the one opportunity of
our lifetimes to carry out direct studies of an important class of solar system
objects. Comet Malley offers the only chance to obtain the data on highly active
comets that will be needed for a later comparison with results from rendezvous
missions to more evolved short-period comets.

IV. THE VALUE OF A MISSION TO HALLEY

Recently, the Comet Science Working Group held two meetings at which the
science objectives of a mission to Halley and tale best way of achieving these
objectives were discussed. The group concluded that a scientifically productive
mission to Halley which addresses those goals of the NASA comet program dealing
with active comets is technically feasible. It was also noted that during a
dedicated mission to Halley a more comprehensive investigatiot of the comet is
possible than was the case for the Halley phase of the previously recommended
Halley Flyby/Tempel 2 Rendezvous (HFB/T2R) Mission; in that latter mission some
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of the elements of the study of Halley were sacrificed to optimize the rendezvous
at Tempel 2. Among the obvious advantages of a dedicated mission is the flexi-
bility of arrival time at Halley. Rather than being constrained to the IIF13/T2R's
1.53 AU preperihelion, flyby, the encounter can now occur either preperiholion or
postperilielion near 1 All when the comet is much more active. Second, a better
science payload than Lhat proposed for the original Halley probe is possible
with more payload mass, power, data rate and sophistication.

The CSWG reaffirms its view that a valuable scientific Investiez-1-0110f,
Iloy during a flyby is possible.

V. MISSION CONCEPTS: GENEPAL CONSIDERATIONS

Any mission to Halley should be designed to maximize the science return in
terms of the objectives of tile comet exploration program Set down by the CS14C and
the Space Sclence Board	 NASA TH 80543,
1979; Strategy fort l x oraLion of Primitive Solar System Bodies — Asteroids,
Comets, and Meteoroids: 1980-1990, Committee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration,
ace Sclence Board, Washington, DC, 1980). In order of priority these objectives

arO:

(1) To determine the chemical nature and physical structure of comet nuclei,
and to. 0141raCCOriZe tilt? changes that Occur aS functions Of time and
orbital position.

(2) To characterize the 01011 ►iCat and physical nature of the' 	
and

Ionospheres Of comett; as well as the processes 
that 

occur ill them, and
to eharacLeriZe the development of the atmospheres and ionospheres as
functions of time and orbital I)OSiLi011.

(3) To determine the nature of comet tails and of the processes by which
they are formed, and to characterize the interaction of comets with the
solar wind.

In the particular Context Of a flythrOUgh Of Halley, LhL% .9e Can 
be 

recast as
follows:

(1) Determine the appearance of LIW nucleus Of Comet Halloy to infer;

(a) Size and shape

&	
(b) Structure

(e) Heterogeneity

(2) Determine the	 composition and physical state of both tile vola-
tile and nonvolatile material emitted by Comet Halley.

(3) Characterize the processes which occur in bright, active et-meets  (Halley
and new comets), including:
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ka) Chemical, physical, and plasma processes in the atmosphere and
ionosphere

(b) Dynamics of dust and ice grains

(c) Interaction between the solar wind and the coma

(d) Structure and dynamics of the tails

These aims lead us to emphasize it number of practical requirements on any
mission to Halley:

(1) Accurate targeting o. the spacecraft to a preselected point within
the zone of parent molecules next to the nucleus

(2) Good imaging of the nucleus

(3) An "observatory phase" during which imaging of the tail and coma at
Progressively increasing spatial resolutions will be obtained

(4) Sufficiently long observation time for in situ measurements to cover
the full 10 km scale of phenomena at Halley

Some of these. requirements are self-explanatory. The first is imposed by
the objectives of at least three essential instruments: mass spectrometer, dust
analyzer, and imaging.

The observatory phase is crucial if we are to tie our past telescopic knowl-
edge of comets to the new revelations concerning the inner coma and nucleus that
this mission will produce. The observatory phase will also provide new major
information concerning coma and tail phenomena. The imaging experiment should
provide mankind's first visual exploration of what an active comet is like.

Of the technically realizable mission concepts that have been proposed for
the investigation of Halley, the outstanding one is the Halley Intercept Mission.
For reasons outlined in the following.sections, the CSIJG has concluded that the
Halley Intercept Mission concept represents the only adequate science response to
the Halley opportunity. Therefore, the CSWG recommends that NASA concentrate its
efforts on making sure that the Halley Intercept Mission becomes a reality.

This recommendation is made in full cognizance of other announced efforts
to study Halley at its 1985-1986 return. In early July .1980, the European Space
Agency (ESA) announced its intention to carry out a spacecraft exploration of
halley. This mission, called Giotto, will involy a spinning spacecraft and
approximately 60 kg of scientific instruments. There are also reports that
Halley will be studied from space by Japanese and Soviet/French spacecraft. It-
is known that the Japanese probe will not intercept the comet directly. It is
possible that the two Soviet/French probes will not enter the inner coma since
the spacecraft apparently will not have dust shields. Thus, it appears that
only ESA's Giotto and the NASA Halley Intercept Mission can explore the inner
coma and the nucleus, and only the Halley Intercept Mission meets the four essen-
tial requirements listed above.

4



VI. THE HALLEY INTERCrr r ^JSSION

The Halley Intercept Mission is based on a 3-axis-stabilized spacecraft.
This allows significantly better imaging than can be achieved with most spinning
spacecraft. A framing camera on a fixed-attitude spacecraft is the best means of
achieving an observatory phase during which sequences of pictures are taken of
the comet's tails and extended coma. Furthermore, with a framing camera, onboard
optical navigation can deliver the spacecraft to the selected point in the target
plane with an accuracy of t90 km (1 a); the most optimistic estimate of delivery
accuracy without onboard navigation is t500 km (Giotto). With optical navigation,
it is thus possible to make sure the spacecraft passes through the zone of parent
molecules which extends N103 km from the nucleus, on the sunlit side, at a great
enough distance to avoid smear in the highest resolution pictures.

The Halley Intercept spacecraft (Figured.) has a total mass of x.1600 kg, of
which 300-400 k,,a will be allotted to the dust shield, and ru125 kg to the science
payload. A possible science payload is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Halley Intercept Mission

Typical Payload

It

Instrument Mass, kg Power, W Data, kbps

Neutral Mass Spectrometer 6 5 2

Ion Mass/Velocity Spectrometer 7 11 3

Electron Analyzer 4 3 2

Magnetometer 3 5 1

Plasma Wave Analyzer 4 7 1

Dust Composition Analyzer 11 12 3

Dust Counter 3 3 1

Remote Sensor 12 8 2

Subtotal 50 54 15

Imaging 76 38 90

Total 126 92 105

5
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Halley goes through perihelion (0.6 AU) on February 9, 1986. A major
advantage of*the Halley Intercept Mission is that it call intercept the comet
either before or after perihelion. Se ,,erazl trajectory options are summarized
in. Table 2 and in Figures 2 and 3. While the G814G, did discuss the relative
meriLS of pre- and postperilaelion encounters, the conclusion was that the flexi-
bility of adopting either option should be kept open, at the present time. A
final decision should be made only after the science payload selection is made,
and in full, cot;nuance of other efforts to explore Halley in 1985-1986-.

As au example cat as typical encounter, we can consider one associated with a
launch (using the Shuttle/Twin Stage IV$ combination) in :July 1985 and an Inter-
cept. occurring in Mareh 1986, about one month af ter perihelion. At that time the
comet would bo 1.1 AV from the Sun, and 0.65 AV, from Iaxth. The relative
encounter velocity would be about 60 km/s. Imaging of the comet would begin
about two months before encounter. (one monde before Halley perihelion), and would
continuo for ObouL cane molaLh after closest approach. Optical navigation would be
usod to guide the spacecraafL to within 10 .1 km of the nucleus. The last trajectory
correction would occur about one day before closest approach.
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VII. IMAGING ON THE HALLHX INTERCEPT MISSION'

The Halley Intercept flyby spacecraft is distinct from all other current
Halsey initiatives in that it includes complex systems for supporting a high
quality imaging experiment. These systems are essential to the performance of
the mission as well as to the attainment of key scientific objectives.

Included on the spacecraft are two cameras (one wide angle and one narrow),
a versatile and automatic pointing system that will ensure a high degree of
instrument stability during all phases of the mission, and a sophisticated data
management and telemetry system that can provide rapid and efficient handling
and transmission of imaging data. These systems are essential to the Halley
Intercept Mission, for they make possible:

11
	 (1) Accurate navigation and delivery to the vieinity of the nucleus` in a

predictable way.

(2) The previously unavailable capability for unsmeared imaging under con-
ditions of long (,\,15-min) exposures during cruise and observatory phases
of the mission.

(3) A substantial capability (NIO frames) for rapid, unsmeared, accurately
pointed imaging of the nucleus at the brief time of Halley encounter
when there will be large a priori uncertainties in its direction rela-
tive to the spacecraft.

Table 3 lists design parameters for the two cameras planned for the Halley
Intercept Mission. The scientific return that can be expected from this system
covers a broad range of cometary science and will substantially address many of

9



Table 3. Halley Intercept Mission Imaging system Characterlatics

Camera	 Narrow angle	 Wide angle

Focal length, mm	 1500

Aperture, mm	 175

Focal ratio	 f/8.5

Resolution, prad/pixel	 10

Field of view, deg	 0.46

Spectral range, um	 0,4-1.1

Number of filter positions 	 8

Detector	 $00 X 800 CCD

100

50

f/2

150

6.9

0.2-1.1

8

800 x $00 CCD

Exposure range	 5 msee to 15 min	 5 msee to 15 min

the prime scientific objectives proposed by earlier Comet Science Working Groups
and also by the Space Science BoarO, The narrow-an,;le camera is a copy of the

camera to be flown on tile Galileo mission, while the wide-angle camera is a new
design optimized for imaging the very faint coma and tails. For a postperilielion
encounter mission, picture taking would start 64 days before encounter when the

spacecraft is 250 million km from the comet and continue until about 2 days after
encounter. Thi n the spacecraft would obtain coverage of the comet as it passes
through perihelion and cannot be observed well from Earth, It is planned to
obtain 2800-8700 pictures with resolution better than the 100-1000 km (depending
on observing conditions) which can 

be 
obtained from the ground. Tile Halley Inter-

cept. Mission will take some 1000 pictures with better resolution than can be
obtained with Space Telescope (30-40 km per line pair). Pictures can 

be 
taken

and stored, with compressed data also transmitted in real-time, at a rate of one
image every 8.7 seconds. At a distance of 1000 km, th y' nucleus would 

be 
-500

pixels in diameter (assuming a diameter of 5 km) and the resolution would be
20 m/1p. We can expect to Obtain three pictures with resolution better than
33 m/lp 

and 
15 better than 100 ni'lp. All told, the planned resolution, rote and

quantity of pictures, sensitivity range, and filter options are adequate to
achieve the scientific objectives listed below:

(1) Nucleus

(a) Determine the bulk characteristics of the nucleus, including size,
shape and possibly rotation.

(b) Characterize the chemical and physical diversity of the nucleus
through measurements of color, albedo, roughness and texture.

10



(c) Characterize the state of activity of the nucleus at the time of
encounter.

(d) Relate the activity on the nucleus to its surface characteristics.

(2) Atmosphere

(a) Characterize the geometric structure and dynamic behavior of the
atmosphere.

(b) Determine the relationship of the coma structure to activity on
the nucleus and in the tail.

(3) Tail phenomena

(a) Characterize geometric structures and dynamic phenomena in Halley's
tails, and the response of the ion i,ail to solar-wind conditions.

In addition, the imaging data that will be returned from the Halley
Intercept Mission can, in concert with other international Halley initiatives
and future NASA programs, substantially address objectives related to the evolu-
tion of cometary nuclei, the physical differences that may exist between the
nuclei of different comets, and also the relationship of cometary nuclei to other
solar system objects, particularly the meteorites. The rationale for this asser-
tion is as follows: First, the images of Halley's nucleus will. be unique (at
least for a period of 76 years), for they will be the only high-resolution images
of a relatively fresh and highly active nucleus that we have the technical ability
to obtain. These data, when compared with similar high-resolution pictures of
the highly evolved nuclei of shorter period comets that are technically attain-
able on future missions in NASA's comet program, will provide us with clear
insights into both the long-term evolution of these objects and the kinds of
intrinsic differences in physical structure that they exhibit. Secondly, since
the Halley Intercept Mission could encounter Halley before its perihelion passage,
a comparison of its images with those of Giotto could give direct and unique
knowledge of how the nucleus of a relatively fresh, active comet evolves in
response to 1-he massive activity stimulated by the Sun as the comet passes through
its perihelion.

I
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VIII. IN-SITU EXPERIMENTS

The Halley Intercept Mission will not merely fly kX a comet; it will
fly through it, obtaining new data along the way which cannot be obtained by any
other means. The scientific objectives of the in-situ measurements on the Halley
Intercept Mission are to:

(1) Determine the elemental composition and physical state of the volatiles
and solids in the cometary atmosphere.

(2) Understand the physical and chemical processes which occur there (e.g.,
jets, activity bursts, large-scale solar-wind interaction, ionization,
acceleration, small-scale plasma structures).

(3) Understand the variations in composition and processes which occur with
time and distance from the Sun and from one comet to the next.

The last objective, the study of variations in a single comet and of the
variations among comets, cannot be fulfilled during a single encounter with a
given comet. Valuable information would result from two separate encounters
with Halley at two different times, for example, by the Halley Intercept Mission
and by Giotto. The comparison with other comets willhave to await a future ren-
dezvous mission or an extended mission encounter with a second comet during a
possible extended Halley Intercept Mission phase (section X) .

In the rest of this section and in Section IX, we discuss the different types
of measurements which can and should be performed on the Halley Intercepr "ission.
The CSWG emphasizes that a multi-instrument payload such as that listed iz}
Table 1 is necessary to accomplish the stated objectives. A reduced compleotent
of instruments would lead to ambiguities in the results obtained.

A. MEASUREMENT OF GASES

The determination of the chemical composition of volatile cometary material
is one of the principal objectives of any comet mission. Although there is no
direct flight experience with mass spectrometers at a high-velocity intercept of
gas and dust, several different types of neutral mass spectrometers are being
developed and can be used. They all take advantage of the high flyby speed
(.,!!60 km/s), employing an energy analyzer or combinations of energy and mass
analyzers. A typical approach is to electrostatically sweep charged particles
out of the collimated beam of cometary atmosphere prior to ionization of the neu-
tral gas. The newly formed ions are deflected electrostatically into a shielded
energy analyzer while the unionized gas and the dust continue along their original
path, essentially without further interaction with t-be instrument. Hence, pri-
marily molecules moving at speeds close to 60 km/s are detected and difficulties
with background (e.g -, H2, H2O, CO , CO2, CHO encountered in conventional mass
spectrometers due to outgassing are much reduced. The width of each mass peak
will also yield some information on the kinetic temperature of the gas, which in
turn helps to identify both the chemical reactions which produced the species and
aeronomical processes. Based on current theories and predictions on cometary
comas and typical (predicted) instrument sensitivities of 0.1 to 0.01 counts/sec
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per molecule/cm3 one expects that some 22 species (10 of them parent molecules)
can be identified and their average concentrations along the path of the space-
craft be determined to better than 10%. Possibly 20 additional species (nine of
them parent molecules) could be identified with lower accuracy. For comparison,
only three parent species have been .identified to date.

B. MEASUREMENTS OF DUST

The CSWG emphasizes that the determination of the composition, as well as
mass and space distributions o the dust grains, should be a rr..ajor objective of
the Halley Intercept mission. This solid material will represent our only means
of investigating the nature of a major (perhaps principal) constituent of the
nucleus. Furthermore, comparison of such observations with theoretical models
will provide a major breakthrough in understanding past and future Earth-based
observations of active comets. Most importantly, these observations will provide
the basis of extrapolating future, very detailed rendezvous measurements to
active, pristine comets.

The dust composition analysis could be performed with an improved version of
the sort of instrument flown on the iielios spacecraft. This type of instrument
takes advantage of the high flyby speed in that a plasma cloud is rapidly produced
when a dust or ice grain impacts a target plate at 60 km/s. These ions are
accelerated into a time of flight mass spectrometer. The anticipated results
include elemental composition on a particle-by-particle basis from which the major
minerals can be identified. The grain size distribution can be determined as a
function of position along the spacecraft trajectory. We note, however, that the
state of the art of analyzing the composition of high-velocity particles is still
at the frontiers of technological innovation, and we urge NASA to continue its
vigorous support of these developments.

A dust counter is essential to characterize adequately the total dust produc-
tion of the nucleus and the mass distribution of the emitted particles. Measure-
ment of the total dust production is required to calculate the important gas-to-
dust production ratio. Dust composition analyzers, due to their very small
collecting areas, cannot serve as adequate dust counters because they sample only
a fraction of the expected mass spectrum, being sensitive to only the most abun-
dant particles (mass range = 5 x 10-13 to 6 x 10- 11 gm). Thus a separate dust
counter is needed. One which incorporates the entire area of the protective dust
shield is highly desirable.

C. PLASMA MEASUREMENTS

The CSWG recommends that the Halley Intercept Mission include an adequate
complement of instruments to determine the overall structure, distribution and
dynamics of the cometary and solar wired plasmas and magnetic fields. We support
the recommendation of COMPLEX that "measurements of the plasma, electromagnetic
fields and energetic particles, as well as neutral and ionized particles be made
in a volume of space surrounding the nucleus and encompassing the major solar
wind interaction areas. These areas include the undisturbed solar wind, the
hypothetical shock front, postshock plasma flow., contact discontinuity between
the solar wind and cometary plasma's, and the outflowing cometary gas and plasma"
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(Strategy for the Exploration of Primitive Solar System Bodies — Asteroids,
Comets and Meteoroids: 1980-1990, Committee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration,
Space Science Board, Washington, DC, 1980). More specifically, we recommend that
this mission carry instrumentation to measure the magnetic fields, the plasma
turbulence spectrum, the ion composition, and the energy distributions of both
thermal and energetic ions and electrons.

The magnetic field is expected to be the agent which transmits the solar
wind pressure to the ionosphere; therefore, measurements with good spatial resolu-
tion and sensitivity down to less .:EGA; , 1 y are desirable. At Venus, plasma waves
were found to play 

all
	 i{,lv *,a the solar wind/ ionosphere coupling pro-

cesses and were an excellent indi	 of various shock and upstream processes.
Particles may also be accelerated to relatively high energies by plasma turbu-
lence; thus not only should the plasma waves be measured, but energetic ion and
electron .fluxes should also be determined. The solar wind plasma i^*.haracteristics
need to be measured across the shock front and throughout the decelerated post-
shock region. The COMPLEX report states that "in order to elucidate the physical
and chemical processes that control comet atmospheres, it is necessary to deter-
mine the nature and. spatial and velocity distribution of the important	 ionized
constituents." The Halley Intercept spacecraft will pass through the cometary
environment with a velocity of about 60 km/s; therefore, even the thermal ionos-
pheric ions will have energies in excess of tens of eV in the instruments' frame
of reference. Ion composition measurements with mass identification (Am) better
than 1 amu in the range up to about 50 amu are desirable; these abundance measure-
ments should be accompanied by the determination of the energy distribution from
thermal energies (<0.1 eV) up to many keV's. As mentioned earlier, it has been
established that at Venus the barrier to the solar wind flow is the ionosphere;
therefore, it is very important that the Halley Intercept Mission measure the
ionospheric thermal plasma density and its energy distribution and/or temperature.

Measurements of magnetic fields, plasma waves, and energetic electrons can
be made with existing or fairly standard instruments. Special meas lurement tech-
niques will probably be required to separate cometary thermal electrons from the
electrons in the plasma sheath created by collisions of cometary <iust and gas
with the spacecraft. Two different types of ion spectrometer have been under
development recently -- electrostatic analyzers combined with either a magnetic
analyzer or a time-of-flight analyzer. With either type of device, the ion mass
resolution will probably be limited to m/Am ; 25. This resolution is adequate
for separating H2O+ from H30+ (which is predicted to be the most abundant ion in
the inner coma) but not for distinguishing CO2 + from HCO2+, for example. These
instruments are capable of measuring three-dimensional velocity distribution
functions over the range of speeds anticipated (tens of Ian/s to twice the local
solar wind speed).

The Halley Intercept Mission must be designed to investigate plasma physics
phenomena over a distance of at least 10 7 Ian from the nucleus. These distant
measurements will provide important new information on solar wind mass loading by
atmospheric ions and on cometary plasma processes that lead to charged particle
energizati,on.

ISEE-3 measurements clearly demonstrated that magnetospheric electrons and
ions can be detected as far as 0.01 AU upstream from Earth (0.01 AU from Halley
would be seven hours away, at 60 km/s), and this tells much about magnetospheric
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energy balance and acceleration processes. Voyager was able to determine that
energaicr sulphur and o.xygeji was streaming away from Jupiter many weeks before
encoutlLer (distances as greaL its 800 Ct 1 C°0 x 107 kill) .

For the Halley mission, we know Lhat the very weak gravity allows noutrals
Lo escape over a huge disLane-e so LhaL the spacecraft will be immersed ill the
eomeL aaLnm:aphore long before iL Veaaches Lhe bow shock. Relevant 000-5 metasure-
1ltonts Of GomeL llellneLl. are shown in Figure , 4. It well that; U will Lake about
a day to Lraverso Lhe aaLT1108pherO of an aetiVo CollleL k;) 	 llll) kill) even at a Speed
of 60 k111js. t,t)MPI,k:X and Lhe Spaee Sc : ienee Board have recommended coverage out
to 10 7 kill. We bellevo t11aL eonLinuc)us plasmas mea4uremonLs should be made sLaarL-
inl aaL least Lwo days before clot;OSt approaell to Lhe tluelous.

M NON-IMMING REMOTE. SENSING

While It 1s true LhaL illosL of the soi,eneo emphasis should be plated on
timiging and key 111-.4itu a ►tvosurolltolats, it is highly dv.,;ttaab10 LhaL Some remote
SonBill1 lllea4uV0lllellL8 be obLained as well. Muoh of the cur rent Physi ca l inforillal^
Lion eollcerntnl1 00111ot4 eoalos C ram VV and vi4iblo SPOCLroseopy, as well al; Lhormaal
IR moasuromonts.	 01	 111011L 00111OLS in the fuLnrr ce W1,11 ho ;ittldiecl rellloLely

trolls Mr't,h and Earth-orbit by Lhe$t^ and 1 uturo rollioLe aiensinl, toclin:icluo4. The
Halley Into# l•OUPa	 M1.8810 11 provides an il1lpOr LalnL opportunity La ealibra Le r ho Lhoo-
Votieal Leehni(lue4 Lllaat have been u8 od Lc) inLerpreL SuCh till,, itSurelllonL5, but t he
calibraaLlon can only be vxploltod fully If reuloL e sensing AlsL ulllonL q are included
in Lhe 8paCeCra1L payload.

In thiss, r4,!s poet reeont history teachos us an Impoi-Lalat. losson. If UV spee-
Lronu'tors ar;,l photometer ,; such as those ou'ur3od Oil all early Ttars	 s:ions had been
call:rivd on board the Viking Orbit—ors, 1110 rosuhs Of Chic Vik1nF, 11144;;ioll would havo
been, greatly onhalneed. 1:Aovlletat	 moa4uremollts Of the upper alLmosphore
were obtained by (ho Viking 1.alndors during, do4cc!nL but there Were 110 -;I1llUlLalltOuH

170MOLO 8011.alne, 111ea4ureAlc'nt.i t o sorvo as "ground truth." L:SVI(i ur.'goh MASH to avoid
a,l repetiL:lc)n of tllit, undesi.rablo situation ill Us ealli0t, Program, And reeotllttli-nd4
that rellIOLc a,0114ing, extlerimonLs bcI inehidod cell the 11a110y latoreelIL M1441oll and
X111 1allV future CalilcL rende«:vc'm; Spaeec)'alft.

X. POST--MIS S ION L11'I.IONS

Tile c,SWG notes LhaL by caaroful ly soleeting the l.a_luach/aarrival Strategy of
Lho 11alley 1nL0reopL 1N11.88ion, several Important UXLended mission OppOr tunities
boeomo aavaita1ble. Vor eXaamplo :a Hadley elieoullLot,* on, Mare..h 26-28 is ConSi<tiLOnt
with a LrajeeLorti Lhat. reLurn4 La C.arLb one year aftel,- laauateh. SubsecluenL Ea.rLh
swingbys can be u4Ud to reshape the tr^ajoetory, to encoun ter any one of the Shorty-

period ComoLs: laneke, `l'ompel 2, or Borrelly. In  each ease the second egi'o Inter

Would Lake place lost; than 3 years after launch, and each case provides an oppor-
LuntLy Lc) oxamine as leas acLive, more evolved comet. The eneounter circumstances
ter these throe. Option, arc summarized in Tablo fit, The Lra,jecLory for Lite

Tompol 2 optical earn be easily modified to, encounLor the Apollo asteroid Goograpilos
ill Septombor 1987 at 13 kn1/s, cawing; to the lower encounter veloel.Lies it the
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Figure 4(b). Lyman-Alpha Brightness Contours Superimposed
on a Photograph of Comet Bennett (After
C. Lillie).
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Table 4. Sample Post-Ralley Options

Encounter distance (ALI)
Encounter	 Flyby velocity

Comet	 date	 (kni/s)	 Larth-COIWL	 SUI-t-CollieL

Ab

Encke	 Sept 87	 31	 1.0	 1.1

Borrolly	 Jan 88	 17	 0.7	 1.4

Tempel 2	 Sept 88	 13	 1.0	 1.4

second comet, even better imaging of the nucleus than will be possible at Halley
can be obtained. These and other data could form an important basis on 

which to
plan a later rendezvous mission to the same comet.

Extended mission opportunities, with somewhat longer flight times, exist for
preperiholion Halley flyby trajectories.

The CSWG recommends that 3. trajectory be selected for the Halley Intercept
spacecraft which leaves open the opportunity of effecting an extended mission
exploration of another comet.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The Comet Science Working Group cqneludes 
that 

a mission to C01110L.11alley
wlilcli will substantially 

address L1108e objectives of the NASA Comet Exploration
Pro i.m dealinwith active comets is tecllnic.ill}^ feasible.

Of the various c e CS14C finds that Llic.- Halley Intercept
MSSion 

is 
the only one which is sufficiently sophisticated to address adequate

the uninue Halley opporLuniLy and the objectives of the United States science,
coimiiunitv

Important unique characteristics of the Halley Intercept Mission include-,

(1) Optical navigation and resulting accurate delivery Of the spacecraft
to a desired point near Lhe nucleus. This accuracy of delivery has
t%oo important implications:

(a) High probability that the mass spectrometers and other in-situ
measurement devices will reach the aometary ionosphere and the
zone of parent molecules next to the nucleus.

(b) High probability that sunlit, high-resolution images of Halley's
nucleus will be obtained under proper lighting conditions.
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(k) An observatory phase during which high -quality images of the tail and
coma struotuxe will be obtained at progressively higher spatial resolu-
tions as the spacecraft .approaches the comet.

In addition, complete Measurements of the comet/solar wind interaction can be made
around the time of encounter over the .full 10 7 km scale recommended by the Space
Science Board (Section VIII).

While the Comet science Workin g Group bel i< v z	 returnthat the scietlLJf c
Crone th4^ 19t3G liat11c a> ^t_itiot^ c`,^ttbc' ^itll:^n^ed T ŝ 3 ^E^c ttl tlY 	coordinating all..-
efCot Las to ^^t.u^t°il̂,i.̂  :c^t^inet. ,tnd 4^ous4̂ ^tet^tl^ stt^4^t^ e^tdo rses the Int4^ r^at^i4^nul
Hallev Watch Pro rare, , he CSWG hasconcluded tit.^t the Halley R„Into^rcOOL Mission^:.

'	 I-TEFs'rlts Llae y iTQls' indispc'ns;xl^14 ^'14^aati'it ôc this 	 Id-wide effort. Other
space missions to Halley should provide valuable science and con41.Ihut0 signifi-
Candy to the common effort to study this unique body. However, those other
missions, alone or In concert, will not sufficiently meet; the objectives set down
by the United States science community (Space Science Board, Comet Science Work-
ing Group, International Halley Watch Working group, CO.) for the investigation
of Halley. Tlu'sc,_ 01IJ ^rtiv_os r> atl 114' ,t4^lli4'v4# h k tht` 11t	 seciy Ilri114^ x I ttc;r^`^'i^x
1`li,h:sit^ll^ tla4'ref`4^re t F flee t;StJt; , reeoiluiletldl>n tl liat NASt1 4"ltll( ellt„L"i3t4' ^t„^ ^eS41411'Ce:i t'1t1

;support ink this out sta11d,ita}l mission.

With the realization of the Halley Intercept Mission the world will see a
first-class invost igaat ion of a unique ce lestial object which has figured promi.-
uently in its cultural history. The observatory phase of the mission will provide
essential ;science as well as the means of communicating to the world the progress
of this exploration as it evolves and the answers to the univerrsal. questions,
11 What is a comet's" and "What does Halley look like?” The entire complement of
instruments will address important questions dealing with one of the two major
objectives of the NASA Comet Exploration Program and return data which are needed
for later comparison with those obtained during a future rendezvous with a short-
period comet. Should we miss this unique opportunity, it will he ieft to our
descendants in the nett century to fulfill one of the two essential, elements in
NASA's Comet Exploration Program.
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